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of Hitler to power in Germany, this ambiguity mattered little
in foreign policy. After his rise, French policy as guided by the
Right-wing and Centre governments of Barthou and Laval,
made the Franco-Soviet Treaty. Republican France had as
little in common, ideologically, with Bolshevik Russia as she
had had with Tsarist Russia: and all her relations with
Russia were dictated ultimately by her position vis-a-vis
Germany.1
But internal politics were another matter. Anti-Republican
forces which had learned to put up with the parliamentary
regime so long as it had a natural bias towards Conservatism
and the strict protection of private property now merged their
anti-Cornmunism into their anti-Republicanism, and began
to clamour for a more authoritarian regime. To the old Royal-
ist, anti-Republican movements such as the Action frartfaise,
dating from 1905, was added the Croix de Fey, movement of
Colonel de la Rocque (an ex-service men's organization
founded in 1927, which 'during 1934 became the'rallying-
point for the Conservative youth of France5): with it were
linked the Volontdres Nationaux and the Camelots du RoL There
was the Jeunesses Patriotes, formed in 1924 under Pierre Tait-
tinger out of the post-war remnants of Deroulede's old Ligue
des Patriotes which played so important a part in the Boulanger
and Dreyfus affairs. Its official aim was declared to be cto de-
fend the National Territory against the dangers of internal
revolution, to increase public prosperity and to improve our
public institutions*. Even more openly Bonapartist in senti-
ment was the Solidarite Fran$aise> founded significantly in 1933
by the perfumier Coty. Its paper, Ami du Peuple and its slogan
Trance for the French' purported to appeal to a combination
of ultra-democratic and nationalistic sentiment as against par-
liamentary Republicanism, the Jews and the Communists. Its
leader after Coty's death in 1934 was Jean Renaud, and its
recruits came chiefly from the rowdy younger members
1 Cf. above, Chapter II, pp. 51-53, and Chapter III, pp. 71-74;
Arnold Wolfers: Britain and France between two Wars (1940), p. 132 fF.;
D. J. Saposs: The Labour Movement in Post-War France (1931), passim.

